Faculty Contacts by Specialty

PRIMARY CONTACTS for Student Research Opportunities in Summer Research Programs and Longitudinal Research Project (LRP)

(& faculty who recently mentored LRP or LRP students)

READ FIRST: The following is a list of faculty who have been designated as “primary contacts” for medical students interested in learning about mentors and research opportunities in the respective departments / divisions. Note that these contacts will not necessarily have a research opening, but are in a good position to direct students to faculty who have good track records in research and are interested in mentoring medical students.

The Department or Division name also serves as a link to the respective website, from which useful information about individual faculty research interests can be found.

Students are advised to peruse a website and become familiar with faculty research interests prior to meeting with the “primary contact”. A student may want to meet with several potential faculty mentors before deciding on a project.

Anesthesiology
- James Ibinson, MD – ibinsonjw@upmc.edu, 383-5911
- Yan Xu, PhD - xuy@anes.upmc.edu, 412-648-9922
- Gerhardt Konig, MD – konigg@upmc.edu; 412-641-4260

Bioengineering
- Sanjeev Shroff, PhD – sshrof@pitt.edu, 412-624-2095

Cell Biology & Physiology
- Peter Drain, PhD - drain@pitt.edu, 412-648-9412
- Simon Watkins, PhD - swatkins@pitt.edu, 412-648-3051

Chemical Engineering
- Jason Shoemaker, PhD – Jason.shoemaker@pitt.edu; 412-624-3318

Computational Biology
- James Faeder, PhD – faeder@pitt.edu, 412-648-8171

Critical Care Medicine
- John Hotchkiss, MD – jrh39@pitt.edu, 412-647-3136
- Hulya Bayir, MD - bayihx@ccm.upmc.edu, 412-692-5164

Dermatology
- Laura Ferris, MD, PhD – ferrlk@upmc.edu, 412-784-7350

Emergency Medicine
- Clifton Callaway, MD, PhD - callawaycw@msx.upmc.edu, 412-647-9047
**Family Medicine**
- John Maier, MD, PhD – jsmaier@pitt.edu, 412-383-2319

**Immunology**
- Christine Milcarek, PhD – milcarek@pitt.edu, 412648-9098

**Medicine**
- **Cardiology**
  - Katie Berlacher, MD – berlacherk@upmc.edu, 412-647-7143
  - Timothy Wong, MD – wongtc@upmc.edu, 412-648-6598
- **Endocrinology and Metabolism**
  - Erin Kershaw, MD – kershawee@upmc.edu, 412-648-9043
  - Maja Stefanovic Racic, MD – stefanovicracicm@upmc.edu, 412648-7009
- **Gastroenterology**
  - David Levinthal, MD, PhD – levinthald@upmc.edu; 412-303-0525
  - Georgios Papachristou, MD, PhD – papachri@pitt.edu; 412-647-8132
  - Dhiraj Yadav, MD, MPH – yadavd@upmc.edu, 412-864-7078
- **General Internal Medicine**
  - Janel Hanmer, MD, PhD – hanmerjz@upmc.edu, 412-692-4821
- **Geriatric Medicine**
  - Susan Greenspan, MD - greenspn@pitt.edu, 412-692-2477
    (& Geriatrics Summer Research Program)
- **Hematology/Oncology**
  - Edward Chu, MD - DIVISION CHIEF – edc16@pitt.edu, 412-648-6589
  - Margaret Ragni, MD - ragni@pitt.edu, 412-209-7288
- **Infectious Diseases**
  - Peter Veldkamp, MD – VeldkampPeter@pitt.edu, 412-383-2057
- **Pulmonary, Allergy and Critical Care Medicine**
  - Janet Lee, MD – leejs3@upmc.edu, 412-692-2210
  - Alison Morris, MD - morrisa@upmc.edu, 412-624-8209
- **Renal-Electrolyte**
  - Rebecca Hughey, PhD – hugheyr@pitt.edu, 412-383-8949
• **Rheumatology and Clinical Immunology (Lupus Center)**
  o Robyn Domsic, MD – rtd4@pitt.edu; 412-648-4814

**Microbiology and Molecular Genetics**
• Tom Smithgall, PhD – tsmithga@pitt.edu; 412-648-8106

**Neurobiology**
• Cynthia Lance-Jones, PhD, clancej@pitt.edu, 412-648-3930

**Neurosurgery**
• C. Edward Dixon, PhD - dixoec@upmc.edu, 412-383-2188
• Partha Thirumala, MD - thirumalapd@upmc.edu, 412-648-2228

**Neurology**
• Steven Graham, MD, PhD - grahsx2@upmc.edu; 412-648-3299

**Obstetrics, Gynecology & Reproductive Sciences**
• Kathleen McIntyre-Seltman, MD - kmcintyre-seltman@mail.magee.edu, 641-1441

**Ophthalmology**
• Gadi Wollstein, MD - wollsteing@upmc.edu, 412-647-0325
• Robert Hendricks, PhD - hendricksr@upmc.edu, 412-647-5754
• Leah Byrne, PhD – lbyrne@pitt.edu; 412-624-5393

**Orthopedic Surgery**
• John Fowler, MD – fowlerjr@upmc.edu, 412-605-3264
• Anthony Kontos, PhD – akontos@pitt.edu, 412-432-3725
• Brian Klatt, MD – klattba@upmc.edu – 412-802-4113

**Otolaryngology**
• Bill Yates, PhD – byates@pitt.edu, 412-647-9614
• Umamaheswar (Uma) Duvvuri, MD, PhD – duvvuri@upmc.edu, 412-647-2117

**Pathology**
• **General Advice**
  o Marie DeFrances, MD, PhD – defrancesmc@upmc.edu , 412-648-8346
  o Wendy Mars, PhD - wmars@pitt.edu, 412-648-9690

• **Neuropathology**
  o Clayton Wiley, MD, PhD - wileyca@upmc.edu, 412-647-0765

**Pediatrics – Children’s Hospital**
• **Pediatric Surgery**
  o Michael Morowitz, MD – mjm226@pitt.edu, 412-692-7282
- **Pediatrics (\& CHP Summer Research Program)**
  - Sara McIntire, MD - sara.mcintire@chp.edu, 412-692-5135
  - Elizabeth Miller, MD, PhD - (Community-engaged research) elizabeth.miller@chp.edu, 412-692-8504
  - Diane Cline & Catherine O’Connell, MD (CHP Summer Research Program) clinede@upmc.edu, 412-692-6081

**Pharmacology and Chemical Biology**
- Donald DeFranco, PhD - dod1@pitt.edu, 412-624-4259

**Physical Medicine \& Rehabilitation**
- Brad Dicianno, MD – dicianno@pitt.edu, 412-648-6666
- Amy Wagner, MD – wagnerak@upmc.edu, 412-648-6666

**Psychiatry**
- David Brent, MD - brentda@upmc.edu, 412-246-5596
- Howard Aizenstein, MD, PhD –aizensteinhj@upmc.edu, 412-383-5452
- Robert Sweet, MD – SweetRA@upmc.edu, 412-624-0064
- Daniel Buysse, MD – BuysseDJ@upmc.edu, 412-246-6413

**Radiation Oncology**
- Dwight Heron, MD - herond2@upmc.edu, 412-623-1043
- Sushil Beriwal, MD - beriwals@upmc.edu, 412-641-4600

**Radiology**
- Barton Branstetter, MD - branstetterbf@upmc.edu, 412-647-3530
- Ty Bae, MD, PhD - baek@upmc.edu, 412-641-2657

**Structural Biology**
- Guillermo Calero, MD – guc9@pitt.edu, 412-383-5319

**Surgery**
- **Cardiac Surgery** (incl. Thoracic Surgery)

- **Plastic Surgery**
  - J. Peter Rubin, MD - rubipj@upmc.edu, 412-383-8080
  - Kacey Marra, PhD - kgm5@pitt.edu, 412-383-8924

- **Surgical Oncology**
  - Allan Tsung, MD - tsunga@upmc.edu, 412-692-2001
• **Transplantation**
  - Amit Tevar, MD – tevara@upmc.edu, 412-647-5734
  - Kidney/Pancreas:
    - Martin Wijkstrom, MD – wijkstrommn@upmc.edu, 612-578-4700
  - Liver:
    - Allan Tsung, MD - tsunga@upmc.edu, 412-692-2001

• **Trauma and General Surgery**
  - Matthew Rosengart, MD - rosgartmr@upmc.edu, 412-647-0635
  - Brian Zuckerbraun, MD - zuckerbraunbs@upmc.edu, 412-647-3065

• **Vascular Surgery**
  - Edith Tzeng, MD - tzenge@upmc.edu, 412-802-3333

**Urology**
- Zhou Wang, MD - wangz2@upmc.edu, 412-623-3903
- Naoki Yoshimura, MD - yoshimuran@upmc.edu, 412-692-4137

******************************************************************************

**Global Health – International Research – School of Medicine**
- Peter Veldkamp, MD - veldpj@upmc.edu, 412-383-2057
- Joan Harvey, MD - harvey@medschool.pitt.edu, 412-648-9040

**Center for Global Health – University of Pittsburgh**
- Joanne Russell, MPPM, Director - joanner@pitt.edu, 412-624-6985

**Graduate School of Public Health**
- Sally Morton, PhD – scmorton@pitt.edu, 412-624-9939
- Ronald Voorhees, PhD - rev12@pitt.edu, 412-383-2400
  (& UPSOM Area of Concentration in Public Health)

• **Behavioral & Community Health Sciences**
  - Steven Albert, PhD – smalbert@pitt.edu, 412-624-3102
  - Ronald Stall, PhD, MPH - rstall@pitt.edu, 412-624-7933

• **Environmental Occupational Health**
  - Rada Koldamova, MD, PhD – radak@pitt.edu, 412-383-7197

• **Epidemiology**
  - Emma Barinas-Mitchell, ebj4@pitt.edu, 412-624-3478
- Ronald Voorhees, PhD - rev12@pitt.edu, 412-383-2400

- **Infectious Diseases & Microbiology**
  - Charles Rinaldo, Jr., PhD - rinaldo@pitt.edu, 412-624-3928
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